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The Regular Features

The Quarterly Commentary    2
A review of some of the major factors affecting the Canadian, US and Global economies.

Market Performance     5
Charting how the Canadian, US & International markets fared over 
the last five years and a look back at some of the key factors that 
have influenced what has transpired. 

Sector Watch     6
A review of the recent performance of IAIC's five economic sectors.

Key Economic Rates & Commodity Prices     8
A review of the key economic rates and commodity prices along with 
additional insight on specific rates and prices.

This Quarter's Special Feature

Strategies for a Rising Interest Rate Environment
As discussed in previous quarterly commentaries, we are in the 
trough of the interest rate-rate cycle.  In this piece we share some of 
the strategies our portfolio management team have put in place to 
deal with the inevitable rise in interest rates.  
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The Quarterly Commentary

Despite continued pressure on interest rates,
equity markets performed solidly in the third 
quarter. This pressure ramped up even more 
after US Federal Bank Chairman Ben 
Bernanke made comments indicating the 
bond-purchasing stimulus program could be 
withdrawn in late 2013.  Fortunately, the 
market had anticipated this to some degree 
as economic data continued to show the US 
economy was improving.  Still, with interest 
rates at historical lows, the bond market was 
being driven mainly by the massive 
government intervention program.  Despite 
Mr. Bernanke later suggesting he may have 
been premature with his statement, yields 
began to rise.  Specifically, the rate on a 10-
year government note, a benchmark for 
interest rates, has risen to just under 2.75%.  
In August, the market turned its attention to 
global issues with tensions arising over Syria.  
Oil prices were pushed higher and have 
remained over $US 100 / barrel.  As the 
quarter closed, budget negotiations in the 
US, tied to a self-imposed debt ceiling, were 
once again weighing on the markets.

Monetary Stimulus and the US Recovery
An overhanging risk that investors have been 
focusing on in the US is the premature 
withdrawal of stimulus by the federal 
government.  In response to the economic 
crisis of 2008, brought on by the housing 
market and the subprime mortgage issues 
that fuelled the market, the Federal Reserve 
dropped the benchmark overnight rate to 0 -
.25%.  At the short-end of the yield curve, 
the Federal Reserve had basically run out of 
room to manoeuvre any further.  The 
following crash of the housing market had a 
tremendous ripple effect throughout the 
entire economy.  To provide stimulus to prop 
up housing, in November of 2010 the Central 

Bank turned their focus towards the long-end 
of the yield curve.  As most mortgages in the 
US are 30-year fixed-rate instruments, the 
stimulus package brought forward was a 
commitment to purchase approximately $85 
billion of long-term bonds every month.  The 
purpose was to drive down the yields and 
make long-term mortgages more affordable. 
The market responded well and the housing 
sector has since turned a corner.  This past 
May, the Federal Reserve suggested economic 
data was positive enough that the program of 
purchasing bonds could start to be withdrawn 
in the latter half of the year.  While rates have 
indeed risen over the past four months, the 
fear is they will continue to rise and the 
recovery will come to an abrupt end, possibly 
beginning to regress. While there is no denying 
this is a risk, there are some positive factors to 
consider.

First, consider the likelihood of the stimulus 
being withdrawn too early.  The stimulus itself 
is a signal the economy is weak and requires 
government intervention.  The Federal Reserve 
beginning to withdraw stimulus measures is an 
indication the underlying fundamentals of the 
economy are strong.  Markets reacting 
negatively to the withdrawal would only be for 
the short term.  In the long term, the stimulus 
is not sustainable and the markets will look 
more to the strength of the underlying 
economy. Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke has 
repeatedly stated the withdrawal will be data-
dependent and one of the mistakes of the 
depression of the 1930s was that government 
withdrew its stimulus measures too soon.  
Incoming Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen is 
of a similar mindset and believes the Federal 
Reserve has a role to play in the economy by 
supporting asset prices in the bond and equity 
markets.  

The second positive factor is the US 
government’s fiscal deficit.  While it is still a 
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huge number at approximately $640 billion, 
it has come down substantially from $1.1 
trillion in 2012 and economists predict a 
further decline to $370 billion in two years.  
This means the government will not be 
required to borrow as much, which should be 
a positive for inflation, as it allows interest 
rates to remain low.  Further, the Federal 
Reserve has also indicated it plans to keep 
the overnight lending rate at 0 - .25% into 
2015.

In addition to increasing interest rates, a 
further risk is the withdrawal of fiscal 
stimulus through government cutbacks.  The 
US economy is largely driven by the 
consumer and although consumer spending 
has been a positive, it has in part contributed 
to the slow rate of growth and economic 
recovery in the US.  The fear is that any cuts 
in government spending will be a drag on the 
economy and lower consumer confidence.  

From 2002 through to 2007, US consumers 
had significantly leveraged themselves, 
virtually using their homes as ATMs. For 
example, in 2006 household debt had 
reached approximately 140% of household 
income.  Since the economic crisis of 2008, 
the long-overdue reduction of personal debt 
by US consumers has contributed to slow 
economic growth.  US household debt has 
now fallen to 106% of income and many 
believe this will break below 100% early next 
year.  This deleveraging process is now 
essentially complete.

There is also pent-up demand in two key 
industries:  housing and automobiles.  Over 
the past five years, housing has been running 
well below the normal rate correlated with 
household formation.  At its worst, housing 
inventories were nearing 13 months of supply 
versus a stable and healthy market with 
three months of supply.  Shadow inventory, 

which refers to homes with mortgages in 
default of 90 days or more, had reached 4.5 
million units.  Inventory is now down to just 
over 5 months of supply and shadow inventory 
is now half of what it was at its peak.  While 
prices and interest rates have been edging 
higher, housing is still relatively affordable 
compared to the 20-year period leading up to 
the 2008 crash.  With rising employment, 
household formation and relative affordability, 
the housing market in the US is expected to 
continue to improve.

Turning to the auto industry, US sales for cars 
and light trucks fell from 16 million units in 
2007 to just 10.6 million units in 2009.  
Drilling down further, it was estimated that in 
2007 the breakeven point for the industry was 
14 million units.  After restructuring and 
renegotiation of union contracts, the 
breakeven point for industry production fell to 
10.5 million units as sales began to recover.  
This year, sales are predicted to come in 
between 14 and 15 million units.  Despite new 
drivers not being as keen to purchase a new 
car, the average age of a car in the US is now 
11.4 years.  This is good news for the industry 
as it is just at the beginning of a replacement 
cycle.  With the auto industry employing  
millions of Americans directly, continued 
improvement in auto sales will continue to 
drive employment and consumer confidence. 

Finally, consider US manufacturing and the 
competitive advantages US companies are now 
enjoying.  While there is still a substantial gap 
between wages in the US and emerging 
economies, this gap is closing.  Although the 
US dollar has strengthened against the Euro 
and the Canadian dollar, the Chinese currency 
has been appreciating against the greenback.  
Furthermore, global transportation costs have 
increased while an abundant supply of natural 
gas in the US has kept domestic energy 
relatively cheap.  US manufacturers are now 
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seeing value in “Made in the USA” and are 
repatriating some of their global operations. 

Politics and Market Uncertainty
The prices of stocks and bonds (assets) are 
essentially the present value of future cash 
flows to the owner, factored for the risk the 
market perceives in actually receiving those 
cash flows.  When there is a lack of certainty, 
the market factors in risk, driving asset 
prices lower.  Politics and conflict often 
present investors with uncertainty.  The US 
government has certainly had an impact on 
the risk investors perceive in both global 
conflict and in meeting the needs of its 
domestic economy.  

In August, there was the risk that Syria’s use 
of chemical weapons was going to draw the 
US into a war in the middle-east. While the 
world debated on what steps to take, 
investors sat nervously on the sidelines.  
Middle-east conflict is always seen as a 
threat to global energy supply.  Despite the 
fact that Syria has minimal oil production, 
the situation was volatile for the United 
Nations and Syria’s neighbours.  The price of 
oil spiked to just under $110 / barrel and has 
remained at over $100 for the last eight 
weeks.  

Just as investors' perception of risk 
associated with Syria subsided, the US-
government budget deliberations became 
front and centre.  On October 1, the 
government suspended a number of 
operations, which economists believe may be 
costing the US economy up to $300 million 
daily.  More important is the self-imposed 
debt ceiling which must be raised to facilitate 
the payment of US-government obligations.  
This is similar to the showdown we saw in 
2011.  The notion of a US debt default is 
unpleasant at best and potentially 
catastrophic for investor confidence, which 

sends some investors to the sidelines until 
there is a stronger sense of a resolution.  This 
time around, Republicans and Democrats 
agreed to a last-minute deal that essentially 
moved the debt ceiling yardsticks out another 
three months.

Global Equity
Despite government “infighting” over the 
budget, the world remains bullish on the North 
American economy and US equities have 
continued to reward investors with positive 
returns.

Globally, markets have started turning more 
positive in Europe.  Fear of an EU collapse has 
subsided and there are signs the economies of 
Greece and Spain are experiencing marginal 
improvements.  Germany has continued to 
support the Euro and the EU to protect its own 
interest and has benefited from the weakening 
of its currency.  Recent data has indicated the 
worst in Europe may now be behind us.  
Investing in large cap European-based 
companies with global operations has been a 
sound risk-mitigation strategy.  As the 
conditions improve in Europe, there may be a 
stronger case to invest in companies that serve 
mainly European markets.  

China’s growth has slowed to approximately 
7.5% per annum, strong by industrialized 
standards, but still a significant easing from 
the double-digit growth its economy enjoyed in 
the latter part of the past decade.  Economists 
are suggesting we could see this ease further 
to 6.5 – 7.0%, which would be viewed as a 
“soft landing.”  One of the risks investors are 
seeing in China is a credit bubble among local 
governments, households, and companies.  
With regulated saving rates, a shadow banking 
system has developed offering higher returns 
for investments in riskier assets.  Although 
more of the Chinese population is amassing 
new wealth, the newly affluent are mainly 
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financially inexperienced with a strong 
preference to save rather than spend. This is 
starting to be a concern for foreign investors. 
The good news is the fundamentals of China 
remain strong, even with ballooning 
household debt.  The Chinese banks, which 
are majority-owned by the government, 
seem prepared for the strong probability of 
substantial loan defaults, having made nearly 
$2 trillion in loan provisions, offset by 
substantially more asset holdings, which 
includes $1.3 trillion in US debt.

Overall, there are positive signs of 
improvements in the global economy as a 
whole.  Economists are forecasting continued 
improvement in Europe.  China and the 
emerging economies will have a tougher time 
and substantial investments in those markets 
should be made with caution.  Economies 
such as Brazil, Australia and even Canada 
(being heavily dependent on resources) may 
continue to lag in the short term, until 

commodity stockpiles are diminished and 
prices for materials begin to strengthen.

In Summary
Economists are forecasting continued growth in 
the US, which may be tempered by the political 
infighting over the budget and debt ceiling.  
We continue to feel that the US market will be 
the strongest performer, but most markets 
should still provide positive returns.  The 
reduction of monetary stimulus in the US will 
continue to have some drag on the markets in 
the short term, but signals strong underlying 
fundamentals in the US economy.  China 
presents some short-term risk regarding the 
growing credit bubble; however, the strength 
of the banking sector's balance sheets should 
offset any negative impact of substantial 
defaults.  On the fixed-income side, bond 
yields will remain relatively low and the use of 
risk-mitigation strategies remains a prudent 
plan.
  

Market Performance
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S&P/TSX Composite 6.25% 7.12%
S&P/TSX 60 6.20% 7.63%
S&P/TSX Completion 6.39% 5.73%
S&P/TSX SmallCap 7.96% -1.34%
S&P/TSX Venture 6.78% -29.48%
S&P/TSX Income Trust 0.19% -3.25%
S&P/TSX Preferred Share -1.57% -0.96%

IAIC Equity Sector Benchmarks
Consumer 7.5% 40.1%
Financials 7.4% 19.5%
Industrial 3.9% 28.5%
Resources 5.9% -10.5%
Utilities 3.5% 5.9%

S&P/TSX CA Indices ($C) 3M TR 12M TR

The Canadian S&P TSX was up 6.3% for the quarter led by the Consumer and Financial sub-
sectors.  The Utilities sub-sector contributed the least to Canadian Equity performance, mostly due 
to the expectations of an increase in interest rates.

The US S&P 500 was the lowest performing equity index up a modest 2.7% during the quarter.  
However, the overall 12-month return remains over 24% as the largest economy in the world 
gains ground as it gets on more solid footing.  Thus far, the recent government shutdown does not 
seem to be having as large an impact on equity performance as some had anticipated.

International markets also fared well this quarter generating a total return of 5.8%.  Fears of a 
Eurozone collapse have subsided and many exporting nations have benefitted from a cheaper local 
currency.  Asia continues to struggle as China slows its imports of commodities and begins to focus 
on the domestic consumer.

Sector Watch
Consumer
The consumer sector once again outperformed all 
equity sectors with a 7.5% increase over the 
quarter.  Consumers are continuing to lower their 
household  debt, which in turn translates into more 
disposable income.    The prospects for the 
consumer to increase spending has driven the 
consumer sector  to significant gains over the past 
12 months.   Consumer  stocks are separated into 
three  subsectors: consumer discretionary, 
consumer non-discretionary (staples) and health 
care.  The latter once again led the sub-sectors, 
increasing 10.9% in the quarter.

Financials
The finance sector had a solid third quarter for 2013 
with a return of 7.4%.  The Canadian banks' 
earnings grew in the third quarter, with most hitting 

all-time highs, even above the pre-financial-crisis levels of 2007.  Our top three Canadian banks -
TD Bank, Royal Bank and Bank of Nova Scotia – all benefitted from dividend-increase 
announcements.  The US financial sector also had a solid quarter, mainly due to continuous 
improvement in the US economy.  The positive results for the US banks came from strong
performance across most of their businesses segments, as well as from a reduction of loan-loss 
reserves among both mortgages and credit cards. Internationally, the finance sector experienced 
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a positive quarter with slight signs of improvement in the Eurozone. Overall, the positive results 
for the financial sector were fuelled by growing global markets, prudent expense management and 
an improving credit environment.

Industrial
With markets gaining momentum, the industrial sector posted a total return of 3.9% during the 
third quarter of 2013.  Despite its modest ranking among the other sectors for the quarter, 
industrials have returned over 28% over the past 12 months, trailing only the consumer sector.  
Consisting of manufacturing, transportation and information technology sub-sectors, the industrial 
sector is positioned well for future growth.  In the US, households are better positioned financially, 
which will not only increase spending, but will also spur economic expansion, creating further 
investment from the private sector.  As Europe emerges from its recession and global growth gains  
traction, there should be an increase in investment and demand for the products the industrial 
sub-sectors produce in both developed and emerging markets.

Resources
The resource sector showed signs of life after consecutive quarters of lagging its peers.  The sector 
benchmark produced a positive three-month return of 5.9%, with the subsectors of energy and 
materials both rising 6.6% and 4.5%, respectively.  These gains were not sufficient to offset 
weakness in previous quarters and the sector is down 10.5% over the past twelve months.  The 
resource sector continues to deal with oversupply fears in the near-term.  Technological advances 
continue to unlock new energy plays, making previously forsaken deposits now economically 
feasible.  The United States, by exploiting its large reserves in shale-rock formations, is set to 
unseat Russia as the world's largest oil and gas producer.  The demand for materials has softened 
from the bullish sentiment of the previous decade.  Companies continue to reposition in this new 
environment and strengthen their balance sheets through decreased capital expenditures, 
divestment of assets and consolidation of operations.

Utilities
The utilities sector saw an improvement this quarter, returning 3.5%.  The quarter showed 
significant recovery in the telecommunications sub-sector, which generated a 6.0% return as the 
registration deadline for the Canadian spectrum auction closed with no international players, added 
to the bidder's circle.  The large Canadian telecoms began to bounce back after Verizon announced 
its intention to purchase the remaining portion of its wireless operations from Vodafone for $130 
billion instead of setting up a wireless business in Canada.  The pipeline sub-sector remained 
sensitive to the possible upward pressure on interest rates as the ongoing uncertainty of the US 
monetary policy loomed.  In addition to interest-rate anxiety, pipelines are awaiting government 
approval for many large projects, including the Keystone project.  Environmental concerns of oil 
transportation are at an all-time high for both pipeline and rail methods. The recent Lac-Mégantic 
tragedy and the fact that the proposed projects include pipelines through ecologically sensitive 
areas will no doubt weigh heavily on the governments' upcoming decisions. Despite these issues, 
the sector still offers an excellent source of above-average dividend yields.
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Sep-13 Aug-13 Jul-13 Jun-13 May-13 Apr-13 Sep-12
Target 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00%
90D TBill 0.98% 0.99% 1.00% 1.02% 1.01% 0.99% 0.97%
2Y Benchmark 1.19% 1.19% 1.15% 1.22% 1.08% 0.92% 1.07%
10Y Benchmark 2.54% 2.62% 2.45% 2.44% 2.07% 1.70% 1.73%
30Y Benchmark 3.07% 3.07% 2.97% 2.90% 2.64% 2.37% 2.32%
CPI (Y/Y) NA 1.07% 1.32% 1.15% 0.74% 0.41% 1.16%
CPI x-Food/Ener. (Y/Y) NA 0.95% 1.12% 0.86% 0.51% 0.51% 0.78%
$U / $C 0.972 0.948 0.971 0.949 0.967 0.993 1.015
€ / $C 0.718 0.718 0.732 0.730 0.746 0.754 0.790
¥ / $C 95.565 93.268 95.665 94.388 97.834 97.028 79.227
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Price* 52W Hi 52W Lo 12 M Chg
Gold (fut, troy oz) $1,326.50 $1,796.50 $1,211.60 -25.10%
Nickel (fut, lb) $6.30 $8.29 $6.19 -24.64%
Ammonia (spot, ton) $440.00 $685.00 $440.00 -32.82%
Potash (spot, ton) $390.00 $510.00 $390.00 -23.53%

Key Economic Rates & Commodity Prices

Overnight Interest Rate

The Canadian overnight lending rate remains at 1%.  This has 
been unchanged since the end of 2010.  Even with the recent 
announcement of Canadian unemployment now down to the 2008 
pre-crisis figure of 6.9%, the Bank of Canada is still trying to 
stimulate the economy and boost growth by keeping the lending 
rate low.  The ability to borrow money at a cheaper rate continues 
to be a strategy to boost spending and stimulate domestic growth.

Key Canadian Commodities

As illustrated in the chart above, many Canadian-based commodities have experienced significant 
price decreases in the past 12 months.  Although both are down about 25% from a year ago, gold 
and nickel did recover somewhat over the third quarter of 2013, up 8.4% and 1.7%, respectively.  
A strong US dollar and lower demand in consuming countries like India has contributed to a 
reduction in the value of the shiny metal.  Fertilizer prices continued to decline during the quarter, 
among the worst hit being Potash and Ammonia, down 14% and 26% respectively, bringing their 
twelve-month declines to 23.5% and 32.8%.  Banner crop yields in many parts of the world have 
had the effect of reducing both fertilizer and crop prices.  For example, corn prices have decreased 
35%.

*Chart values are as of the last day of the respective month
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Strategies for a Rising 
Interest Rate Environment 

As discussed in past commentaries, a safe 
assumption is that we are in the trough of the 
interest-rate cycle.  With short-term interest 
rates remaining at historically low levels, 
rates can only increase.  Over the past couple 
years, there has been much speculation as to 
when the interest-rate increase will infact 
take place.  Earlier this year, US Federal 
Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke made 
comments indicating the current bond-
purchasing stimulus program could be 
modified before the close of 2013, which 
could inevitably lead to higher interest rates.  
This sparked a sell-off in fixed-income 
investments and an increase to the 10-year 
government bond rate.

Although Mr. Bernanke since clarified his 
comments and indicated the bond purchasing 
stimulus package will likely continue into 
2014 and perhaps even into 2015, increasing 
interest rates remain top-of-mind for many 
investors, especially given the budget 
concerns currently facing the US government.

Here are some of the strategies IAIC's 
portfolio managers implement in an 
environment in which we expect interest rates 
to rise. 

Selective Bond Purchasing
 IAIC structures client portfolios so bonds 

are continually maturing.  This technique 
is referred to as building "bond ladders" 
and ensures clients continually have 
proceeds from maturing bonds, which can 
then be reinvested in higher-yielding 
issues.

 We do not normally purchase bonds with 
maturity dates in excess of six years.  

Typically, the longer the bond, the more 
price volatility results from changing 
interest rates.

 Non-investment grade, or 'junk', bonds 
are avoided as we believe the reward does 
not justify the extra risk incurred.  We will 
only purchase corporate bonds we assess 
to be of “high-quality”.

 Efforts are made to purchase bonds priced 
close to par and thus avoiding high 
premiums, providing downside protection
by limiting price movement without 
sacrificing yield-to-maturity.

Use of Preferred Shares in Generating 
Portfolio Income
 Where appropriate, IAIC may use high 

quality preferred shares as substitutes for 
bonds to generate increased income 
through dividends.

 When interest rates are expected to 
increase, we shy away from particular 
issues with long, fixed-dividend schedules 
in favour of those with either floating 
dividends or resetting mechanisms with 
much shorter terms.

Tactical Shifts in Equity Holdings
 An increasing-rate environment prompts 

our portfolio managers to make tactical 
shifts relating to economic sectors.  With 
increasing rates, our portfolio managers 
may trim holdings of high dividend-paying 
equities (such as in the utility sector -
sometimes referred to as interest-
sensitive holdings) while increasing 
weightings in other sectors such as 
industrial or consumer, which typically 
perform stronger in an improving 
economy.

 It has always been a strategy of IAIC to 
purchase equities that have a history of 
growing dividends.  An increasing dividend 
not only highlights strong fundamentals, 
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but also provides a strong hedge against 
inflation.

These are some of the techniques employed 
by IAIC's portfolio managers to help our 

clients in a rising interest-rate environment.  
If you have further questions regarding this 
matter we invite you to contact your IAIC 
representative.

IAIC Disclosures
All graph and chart statistical data contained in this report has been supplied by TD Newscrest Equity Research. Sources used by TD 
Newscrest Equity Research to compile the data include: Global Insight, Thomson Financial, CPMS, Bloomberg, S&P/TSX Index Services, 
S&P Index Services, TSX, NYSE, NASD, and company reports.  Additional information sources include Statistics Canada, the OICA         
(International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers), and Robert Gorman, Chief Portfolio Strategist, TD Waterhouse.

The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are based on historical company fundamentals and market statistics.  No guarantee of 
outcome is implied and opinions may change without notice.  Investors should not base any of their investment decisions solely on this 
report.

This report is produced entirely by Independent Accountants' Investment Counsel Inc.  Although the information contained in this report 
has been obtained from sources that IAIC Inc. believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, and as such, the information may 
be incomplete or condensed. All opinions, estimates and other information included in this report constitute our judgment as of the date 
hereof and are subject to change without notice.

Please contact your IAIC representative if you have any questions regarding this newsletter.




